
Concur Service Advisory Board Meeting 
Date:  Jan. 28, 2022, 1:00pm – 2:30pm 

 
Present: Brooke Millett Montgomery, Adam Unger, Brian Strait, Deb Donning, Della Green, Jody Bleisch, John Beeson, 
Josh Buetow, Kayleen Cautrell, Laurie Jacoby, Leeann Ford, Mark McCulloch, Michael DeMartini, Teri Rowe, Theresa 
Hoffer, Rebeca Silva Rivera 
 
Absent: Angie Peatow, Jim Klenke, Brady Nittman, Brian Conley, Elizabeth Backus, Jon Marchetta, Sally Frisella, Stacey 
Williams-Wright, Yousef Alrahmani 

Duty of Care – Concur’s “Locate” replacement project: Brian 

2021 RFP resulted in a selection of HX Global, a more robust product with a mobile application. The contract is currently 
under final execution. HX Global enables two-way communications, and SMS communications that can be enabled for 
Charleston and Portland in case of local/campus events.  Brian reports excellent customer service and assistance with 
configuration and a test site.  The mobile app is excellent, providing employees will download it.  The target launch is 
Spring Break 2022.  We will need to plan a marketing effort to campus with the challenge of reaching all travelers, 
possibly running a report of actual UO travelers, and will also make use of Travelnews, and Around the O.   

Security Access - Concur users assigned as Delegates: Brian 

Delegates are assigned to work on behalf of travelers and when they leave the department or UO, they may not disable 
these permissions.  The security risk is low and the action would simply be housekeeping.  Delegates may have emails 
enabled so will continue to receive notifications of profile activity.  Concur team can create a report for approvers to 
evaluate delegate lists, if CSAB believes there is concern and the evaluation would actually take place.  Otherwise, users 
can maintain their list of delegates and remove those no longer working for them. John Beeson does see some use in 
terms of p-card and would want it to be clear that there are delegates assigned for some different reasons (travel and p-
card). Theresa Hoffer pointed out that some users have split appointment and have delegates for both areas they work 
in, she is concerned that users may unknowingly be removed by the alternate department.  Discussion involved who 
should receive the list, and how/when to report findings; do we need an annual process for removing employees no 
longer at UO; do we have a code of conduct to delegates that their access is only for business and not to gain 
information for personal use; is this an annual reminder of responsibilities; reminder to delegates to review list and 
provide access to maintain. Brian will develop a report and will bring it back to group to decide how best to use it.  

We had a question about the current Concur off boarding process.  Let’s describe that here.  I believe that once an 
employee record in Banner is no longer active then the corresponding Concur account is inactivated and no longer 
accessible for travel.  Joey could confirm. 

Permissions for users:  Some roles are assigned as a default to all active employees: Request user, Expense user, Travel 
Wizard user. Some users have been granted Proxy and/or Audit permissions. Do we need to prepare a comprehensive 
list annually  and review to determine if each user still requires the role?  

 

Concur new user interface (UI) - soft launch after Fiscal Year End: Laurie and Brian 

After several years of delay, Concur is ready to launch new UI including Request and PCard.  They will no longer support 
current interface after Oct. 2022 (however this date could change). The new UI visual experience is quite different than 
current and looks more like a webpage experience. John suggests a toggle so that users can switch it on/off.  
Unfortunately, only admin’s can turn it on/off.  Concur Team will provide intro workshops, soft launch is available for 
departments ready to convert and offer feedback.  



Walk Me is offered by a company partnering with Concur and provides a screen overlay which presents help features 
and prompts.  It is used by UC San Diego to help travelers, particularly infrequent travelers manage their own travel.  
Concur team will participate in a webinar soon to learn more.  There is a free “out of the box” option but to customize 
the tool is at a fee.  If you have users who would be willing to test and evaluate, please reach out to the Concur team.  
UO has a mix of self-serve versus fully supported travelers so usage would reflect that. Feedback:  Teri Rowe has many 
self-serve users and thinks this would be helpful. Josh Buetow does not necessarily know that a canned version would 
work for our users and that we may need a more customizable version. Athletics has few self-serve travelers and would 
probably not use Walk Me. 

Usage Reports - Booking tool versus Agent Assist bookings: Brian 

In 2018, our first year in Concur, UO had 1900 booking tool bookings and 9244 agent assist bookings, representing 17% 
booking tool. If we had had 40% booking tool, this would have represented a 15K savings in agent fees. In more robust 
travel years the savings could be upwards of 44K (2019).  In 2020 at the beginning of the pandemic, UO’s booking tool 
use dropped to 10%.  A 40% usage would have resulted in a 23K savings. in 2020 and 2021 all numbers are skewed due 
to unused ticket credits which had to be exchanged by the TMC.   

Discussion: Della is not surprised, as due to pandemic we have had to use the travel agent for credits and people are 
feeling safer and more confident using their travel agent. In research, travelers like using the TMC due to grant funds 
and Fly America requirements.  Josh Buetow noted that since many travelers add personal time, they use the TMC to 
quickly obtain business only comparison quotes. (Potential use case for Walk Me.) Adam asked that delegates be able to 
book on behalf of travelers and Brian clarified that delegates can book on behalf of travelers. Laurie is available to 
provide training. Teri Rowe suggested publishing this data as the visibility of savings could motivate more booking tool 
use. 

Personal travel: It was suggested that we provide training on evaluating when a comparison quote is required and how 
to prepare them.  Examples:  beginning of travel, end of travel, middle of travel. Teri Rowe notes her travelers use the 
TMC when adding personal time or traveling with family members since a personal credit card must be provided.  There 
was a question about whether the booking tool can be used for split ticket exchanges, but Laurie noted that because of 
the complexity, an agent must be involved as some airlines allow splits while others forbid multiple payment methods.   

Staffing – loss of approximately 100 travel delegates/travel planners: Brooke 

With layoffs and retirements as a result of the pandemic, we have lost close to 100 travel support people across campus 
resulting in a huge loss of FTE, travel support, and institutional knowledge. Positions are either not being filled or are 
being filled with people new to the UO and or new to travel.  These new employees require training and support as do 
the hundreds of travelers who are no longer being supported.  This has resulted in increased demand for UO Travel 
Office training and support.  How can we best support and anticipate the changing needs of travel coordinators and 
traveler’s? 

Training/education – We have changed training to meet a larger audience offering monthly “Three Steps to Success” 
workshops and moving the Travel Policy class to a half day class offered quarterly.  Several board members shared that 
travel is light right now as their units continue to navigate asynchronous teaching learning. When travel does pick up for 
these areas there will be a lot of support necessary and they will need to retrain, making the timing of the UI convenient.  

Remote employees - working from locations other than official workstation/campus: Brooke 

As a result of the pandemic and our new remote work environment, some employees chose to relocate closer to family, 
friends or to a more desirable location.  At the beginning of the academic year we began to see Request and approval for 
travel expenses return to campus to perform duties. 

IRS considers travel to one’s official work station as “commuting” and expenses are not a tax free reimbursement. There 
are some situations where a UO employee is assigned to a remote work location for the benefit of the UO (example is 



admissions counselors stationed in Texas or California).  Travel to UO for these employees is considered a business 
expense and reimbursed tax free. 

IRS also has language regarding the convenience or benefit to the employer, but in some situations it is neither 
convenient nor inconvenient to the UO for an employee to work remotely, so the tax liability around travel expenses to 
return to the official workstation is unclear. 

Travel Office, Human Resources, UO Tax, UO Payroll, and UO General Council have been working to tease out IRS 
language, facts and circumstances of various employment scenarios and have conversation with other schools and 
businesses to determine guidelines to offer campus that can be implemented broadly, efficiently, and as consistently as 
possible. 

Concur team has added a new Traveler Type  in the header list called “Remote Personnel” which will allow a 
conversation with the traveler or delegate to define official workstation and position responsibilities.  If you have people 
who are working remotely and there is a plan for them to travel to campus, let us know so we can add the details to the 
discussion. 

Mobile App and TripIt Pro:    

Mobile adoption – We need to continually encourage downloading the mobile app for expense report creation and for 
receipt capture.  The mobile app is great for approvers when away from their desktop.  We are working with Concur to 
pilot an integration of Request to Booking Tool in order to offer Booking Tool in the mobile app, as other institutions and 
companies may be interested in this capability.  Some units actually require that their travelers use it. 

UO has 26K users in Concur (how is this possible with only 12K employees?  Are we off boarding appropriately?) but only 
3.2 % have accessed TripIt, which is about 17% adoption. We believe many travelers are unaware of this free benefit (a 
$60/year value) and some forget to use it, but regular TripIt Pro users like the itinerary organizer.  For delegates, it 
eliminates the need for the folder of paper itineraries.  Teri testified to the virtues of TripIt and not getting stranded in 
Denver due to TripIt alerts. Unfortunately Tripit Pro is not SSO enabled and requires a separate username and password. 

It was suggested that we use Company Notes to remind travelers about both Concur mobile and TripIt Pro.  Will we do 
this??? Notre Dame provides timed messaging when a Request is approved. The benefit is messaging goes to travelers 
as they plan travel, not as a general broadcast.  We will investigate the feasibility of this approach. 

Tabled to next meeting: 

• Booking Tool:  Laurie and Brian 
o Revisit these fare types: 

 Basic Economy 
 New:  Refundable 

 
 


